SIMCHA GUIDE PROMOTIONS!

Every other day somebody meets
Mr Right with Frumster.com!
“Frumster.com
has built
a solid
reputation for
connecting
marriageminded Jews”

ating can be tough work, but it
doesn’t have to be anymore. If
you’ve tried speed dating, slow
dating, and online dating and grown
weary of the search for Ms./Mr.
Right, there’s one place that’s
getting matchmaking results.
In just five years online, Frumster.com has
surpassed the 700-married milestone and is still going
strong, averaging a match every other day.
Frumster.com has built a solid reputation for
connecting marriage-minded Jews. It’s easy to
navigate, and it’s made even better by what it lacks:
stale profiles and people who aren’t serious about
marriage.
Frumster has a rigorous members’-review policy,
but that hasn’t stopped people from joining. In fact,
the very opposite: it has empowered members to
know that Frumster’s roster of eligible singles is
reliable and trustworthy.
Those who might worry that they aren’t religious
enough for the site, don’t fret — the “frum” aspect of
Frumster.com is only one part. There’s a tremendous
growth in the marriage-minded non-Orthodox
market, which crosses all ages and outlooks.
Frumster is also the first Jewish service to offer
“VoiceIntro”, which allows members to record audio
messages to go along with their profiles.
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The United Kingdom represents the secondfastest growing membership outside America.
Frumster boasts many U.K. matches, half of which
where the couple were both from the U.K, and half
involving one party living outside the U.K.
Zippy and David, two Brits who found each other
on Frumster, married two years ago. But they weren’t
just from the same country - they had lived within
blocks of one another and didn’t know it until they
met on Frumster!
“At first we were both quite hesitant about saying
how we met for fear of how it would look,” admits
David, “but the more we said it, the more people
admitted to us how many people out there actually
meet through the internet. Now we are actually proud
to tell people our story, as their reaction is always so
positive.”
Atara, who lived in Canada, married Steve, from
England, in August 2006. Atara had initially been
worried about long-distance dating, but advises, “If
you want it to work and are willing to put in the effort
— it will!”
Tens of thousands have found Frumster to be a
comfortable place to find dates. Whether religious,
traditional or growing, people are joining Frumster
and finding their Jewish soul mate. Join up and you
will soon understand why!
Dave Gordon
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